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Inheritance tax 
 
Making lifetime gifts of your surplus income 

The ‘normal expenditure out of income’ exemption from Inheritance Tax allows lifetime gifts of 
an unlimited amount provided they meet the qualifying criteria. This is arguably one of the 
most useful but underused of all Inheritance Tax exemptions. 

A claim for this exemption is made following the death of the donor. It is important to keep good annual 
records and the chart on the reverse of this leaflet can be used for this purpose. If the claim for the 
exemption is successful the gifts made (whatever the value and no matter when the gifts were made) 
will not form part of your estate for Inheritance Tax purposes. 

There are three criteria which must apply before the ‘normal expenditure out of income’ exemption is 
allowed. 

 The payments must be part of your normal (ie typical or habitual) expenditure. 

 The payments must be made out of income. 

 The payments must not adversely affect your standard of living. 

Normal expenditure 

You do not have to gift the same amount every year or make gifts to the same person but gifts need to 
be part of your normal expenditure, so should be made on a regular basis establishing a pattern, such 
as six monthly or annually. It may be possible to use income from earlier years as well provided this has 
not been invested. 

Made out of income 

For gifts to qualify, you must be able to show that the payments are made out of your ‘surplus income’, 
which can include earned income (net income after tax) and investment income. However you cannot 
make gifts of all of your income and then use your capital to supplement your living costs. 

Not adversely affect your standard of living 

It is important to show that the making of the gifts does not adversely affect your standard of living. 
Accordingly, your ordinary living expenses, which will include utility bills, mortgage repayments (if 
relevant), food, travel and normal expenditure on leisure and holidays, should not be affected. 

Further information 

For further information on this or on any other Private Capital matter you may have, please contact: 
[AC*01] 
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Income 

Tax Year in which gifts 
made (eg 6 April 2015 to 5 
April 2016) 

    

Salary     
Pensions     
Interest (including PEPs and 
ISAs) 

    

Investments     
Rents     
Annuities (income element)     
Other     
Minus Income tax paid     
Net Income     

Expenditure 

Mortgages     
Insurance     
Household bills     
Council tax     
Travelling costs     
Entertainment     
Holidays     
Nursing home fees     
Other     
Total expenditure     
 
Surplus Income     
Gifts made     

 

 


